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Errors from a number of sources in astrometric Very Long Baseline Interfer-

ometry (VLBI) have been reduced in recent years through a variety of methods

of calibration and modeling. Such reductions have led to a situation in which the

extended structure of the natural radio sources used in VLBI is a significant error

source in the effort to improve the accuracy of the radio reference frame. In the

past, work has been done on individual radio sources to establish the magnitude of

the errors caused by their particular structures. This article reports the results of

calculations on 26 radio sources in which an effort is made to determine the typ-

ical delay and delay-rate errors for a number of sources having different types of

structure.

It is found here that for single observations of the types of radio sources present

in astrometric catalogs, group-delay and phase-delay scatter in the 50-100 psec

range due to source structure can be expected at 8.4 GHz on the intercontinental

baselines available in the DSN. Delay-rate scatter of ,_ fix 10 -15 sec sec-1 (or

0.002 mm see -1) is also expected. If such errors mapped directly into source

position errors, they would correspond to position uncertainties of ,,_ 2-8 nrad

(0.5-1 milliarcsec, or 0.1-0.3 microdeg), similar to the best position determina-

tions in the current JPL VLBI catalog. With the advent of wider bandwidth VLBI

systems on the large DSN antennas, the system noise will be low enough so that

the structure-induced errors will be a significant part of the error budget. Several

possibilities for reducing the structure errors are discussed briefly, although it is

likely that considerable effort will have to be devoted to the structure problem in

order to reduce the typical error by a factor of two or more.

I. Introduction

Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) is a radio

astronomical technique which can provide exceptionally

high resolution (,,- 5 nrad) for observations of compact nat-
ural radio sources. It involves simultaneous observations

of a radio source by two or more observatories that may be

separated by a large fraction of the Earth's diameter, or
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Thus,finally
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bymorethananEarthdiameterif oneoftheobservatories
is inspace.TheusesofVLBI currentlyfall intotwomajor
categories.Theastrophysicalusesinvolvelearningabout
theobjectsstudiedbecauseofinterestin theirphysics,the
structures,changes,andmotionsof compactcomponents
in naturalradiosources.TheothermajoruseforVLBIis
astrometricandgeodeticin nature;it involvesthestudy
of sourcesnot for theirownsake,but for theiruseasref-
erencebeaconsin studiesof Earthorientationandplate
tectonicsaswellasspacecraftnavigation.Thetwocat-
egoriesof VLBI investigationsarecomplementaryin the
sensethatimprovedknowledgeofthepropertiesofnatural
radiosourcescanbeusedto betterunderstandandutilize
theirperformanceascelestialbeacons.

Thenaturalradiosourcesusedasbeaconsarevery
distant,extragalacticobjects. Forthe purposesof this
article,theywill oftenbereferredto bythegenericname
of quasars, although they may also include distant radio

galaxies, BL Lacertae objects, and some sources whose

specific optical counterparts have not yet been identified.

The quasars are so distant that they can be used to define

an inertial reference frame. Spacecraft motions within the

solar system and motions on the surface of the Earth can

be found with respect to that reference frame.

Most astrometric VLBI work has proceeded under the

assumption that the quasars are point radio sources with

positions that are constant in time and do not shift as ob-

servation parameters change. Although it has long been

known that this is only an approximation, it has been an

appropriate assumption as long as the errors it introduces

have been significantly smaller than the errors introduced

by other aspects of the VLBI observations. Some other

error sources in astrometric VLBI are imperfect knowl-

edge of Earth orientation parameters, station location un-

certainties, the static and fluctuating troposphere, VLBI

instrumentation, and tidal effects. More detailed analy-

ses or expected levels of these and other errors can be

found in [1-3] and will not be repeated here. VLBI has

now reached the stage where the above errors can be cali-

brated or modeled well enough so that the residual errors

on interferometric delay measurements on intercontinental

baselines are in the < 100 psec range.

With the use of VLBI systems that enable high sam-

pling rates and large spanned bandwidths (e.g., the Mark

III system, [4]), expected delay errors using DSN antennas

are considerably less than 100 psec. On intercontinental

baselines, errors of approximately 150 psec of delay corre-

spond to position uncertainties of about 1 milliarcsec [1].

However, many of the quasars used for astrometric and

geodetic VLBI show structure on scales of several milliarc-

seconds. This structure is known to change with time, and

its effects on VLBI observables also depend on the base-

line length and orientation in a given observation. Thus, it

has been thought that delay errors caused by source struc-

ture are at roughly the 100 psec level on intercontinental

baselines. This is particularly true in the case of VLBI

catalogs that are used for spacecraft navigation. Because

of the need for a large number of radio sources distributed

around the sky with a high density of sources in the eclip-

tic plane, it has not been possible to be selective enough

to eliminate all the radio sources in which structure may

have an effect of _ 100 psec.

The purpose of the work described in this article is

to use the intensity distributions of real radio sources to

estimate the magnitude of the error that is made by ob-

serving these resolved radio sources. Maps of the structure

of a number of compact radio sources are used to study

their effects on source position estimates. Rough error es-

timates for several different quantities are made and their

dependence on several parameters is also studied.

II. Important Observed Quantities in
Astrometric VLBI

Observed quantities in astrometric VLBI include

group delay (or bandwidth synthesis delay), phase delay,

delay rate, and correlated amplitude [1]. The delay is de-
fined as the difference between the arrival times of a radio

signal at two stations. In the case of quasars, the radio sig-

nal is a noise-like, broad-band signal rather than a narrow-

band tone or set of tones as is the case for a spacecraft.

The component of delay that is sought for understanding

quasar and observing-station locations is the geometric de-

lay, which is the delay caused by the combination of the

geometry of the baseline and the direction to the radio
source. Various effects mentioned in Section I can cause

errors in the determination of the geometric delay.

Most of the important observed quantities have been

defined and explained in [5], and the reader is referred to

that article for more detail than given below. Tradition-

ally, the group delay has been used and is defined as
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o¢ = -- (5)

Here, ¢ is the relative phase of the radiation between the

two stations and w is the angular frequency (w = 27ru,

where u is the sky frequency in units of Hz). Although the

group delay is formally defined as a derivative, it is actually

determined as a differential over a small frequency range:

a¢ (2)
r_ Aw

A second quantity, not traditionally used in astro-

metric VLBI, is the phase delay, which is defined by the

formula

¢
= - (3)

tM

Phase delay is generally considered to have the potential

for increased accuracy relative to group delay because of

the "leverage" that is provided by having the total sky

frequency in the denominator. However, phase delay tra-

ditionally has not been used because of the difficulty of

making the correct a priori resolution of cycle ambiguities

[5].

The delay rate is a third important astrometric quan-

tity; it is currently used along with group delay in most

astrometric VLBI. This quantity is defined as the time rate

of change of the phase delay:

_ Or s 1 04_ (4)- - ot

The delay rate will be used for VLBI tracking of the Mag-

ellan spacecraft.

A fourth quantity that is often ignored in astrometric

VLBI will be introduced here, because it can provide im-

portant clues to the appearance of errors caused by radio-

source structure. That quantity is the correlated amplitude

of the radio source signal. The correlated amplitude (or

visibility amplitude) is defined and discussed extensively

in many works such as [1]. It may be expressed in units

of flux density, as a correlation coefficient, or as an ampli-

tude relative to the maximum possible. In this article, the

visibility amplitude will be used, and is defined by

Here, S_ is the correlated amplitude (or correlated flux)

and St is the total amplitude (or total flux).

For a point radio source, the visibility amplitude has
a maximum value of one. When radio emission comes from

an angular area whose dimensions are comparable to A/D,

where $ is the observing wavelength and D is the baseline

length, the radio source is said to be "resolved." That

is, it shows interference properties different from those ex-

hibited by a point radio source. The emission from differ-

ent directions causes a "washing out" of the interference

pattern, because the cross-correlations of radiation from

different parts of the source interfere destructively for the

two observing stations. Then the visibility amplitude (or

fringe visibility) is reduced. Since the amount of resolution

changes as Earth rotation alters the baseline orientation,

the visibility amplitude for a specific radio source varies

with time on a given baseline. This amplitude is an im-

portant indicator of the magnitude of the source-structure

effect on measured delays and delay rates, as will be de-

scribed further below.

III. Review of Source-Structure Effects
on Astrometric VLBI Observations

Extensive analysis has been done to determine how

the non-pointlike structure of radio sources affects the

quantities observed in astrometric VLBI [6, 7], and will

not be repeated here. Typically, the structure-induced

group-delay error is largest for a given quasar when the

visibility amplitude is lowest, or when the interferometer

baseline "heavily resolves" the radio source.

In order to examine trends in the structure-induced

delays, it is useful to introduce the concepts of the (u, v)

plane and the inteferometer hour angle (IHA). (Again, see

[1].) For a single telescope, the hour angle is the east-west

angle of the source relative to the local meridian. When

a source transits the local meridian moving from east to

west, its hour angle is said to be zero. One hour earlier,

the hour angle was -15 deg, or -1 hour; one hour after

transit, the hour angle is +15 deg, or +1 hour. The IHA

for two separated telescopes is defined analogously, with

the "local" meridian being defined as the meridian at the

midpoint in longitude between the two observing stations.
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The (u, v) plane is the plane perpendicular to the di-

rection from the Earth's center to the radio source, with

u increasing to the east and v increasing to the north.

As the Earth rotates, the projected interferometer base-

line in the (u, v) plane changes, which changes the inter-

ferometer response to any extended structure in the radio

source. The evolution of the (u, v) coordinates of the base-

line is calculable solely from the geometry of the locations

of the observing stations and the celestial coordinates of

the radio source. These coordinates are normally mea-

sured in units of wavelengths of the observing frequency,

so that 1/v/_ + v 2 gives the number of wavelengths in an

interference fringe, which is the approximate spatial res-

olution (in radians) of the interferometer. Figures 1 and

2 show plots of the (u, v) points sampled for two different

sources, one on the California-Spain baseline and one on

the California-Australia baseline.

The structure phase delay tends to be constant when

the structure group delay is small, in regions of the (u, v)

plane where the source visibility amplitude is high. How-

ever, this phase delay is not necessarily the same as it is

for other projections of the same baseline that also have

high visibility. If the (u, v) track for a given source and

station pair passes through a low-visibility region between

the two high-visibility regions, the phase delay will change

substantially in the low visibility region. This means that

the structure-induced delay rate should also be large in

regions of low visibility. Examples of such behavior will

be discussed in Section V.

IV. Calculations of Source-Structure
Errors for Real Radio Sources

The investigation of source structure using VLBI has

made substantial progress in the last 10 years, as improved

calibration, mapping, and modeling procedures have been

developed. It has become possible for astrophysicists to

map large numbers of compact radio sources for a variety

of purposes. One such investigation that was begun more

than 10 years ago is a 5-GHz mapping survey of strong

extragalactic sources that has been carried out by the Cal-

tech VLBI group [8, 9]. This survey is intended to make

maps of approximately 45 sources at several epochs to

study their overall properties and their structural changes

with time. First-epoch models of 26 sources were kindly

made available by T. Pearson to enable the author to study

the statistics of the structure effects on measured group de-

lay and phase delay. VLBI maps of many of these objects

are shown in [9].

The available models of compact VLBI sources are

derived by measuring the complex source visibilities at

a large number of (u, v) points, Fourier-transforming the

data to make maps of total intensity versus position in

the sky, then deconvolving these maps into superpositions

of point sources. The fluxes and positions of a set of

such point sources form a model of a single complex ra-

dio source. More detailed information on mapping and

modeling procedures is available in [10].

For each of the 26 sources studied in this work, the

(u, v) tracks on the Deep Space Network baselines between

California (Goldstone) and Spain (Madrid) and/or Califor-

nia and Australia (Tidbinbilla) were computed. (Since the

survey sources are fairly far north, they are all visible on

the baseline to Spain, but many are not visible on the base-

line to Australia.) The (u, v) tracks were sampled every 3

min, which is roughly the duration of a typical astromet-

tic VLBI observation of an individual source. The source

models were then used to compute the group delay, phase

delay, and delay rate caused by structure at each sampled

point, using the N-point-source formalism described in [6].

All quantities were computed relative to the flux-density

centroid ("center of gravity" of the source flux) of each

individual source, and computations were made only at

8.4 GHz.

Most astrometric VLBI makes use of observations at

both 2.3 GHz and 8.4 GHz, but corrections for charged-

particle propagation lead to the 8.4-GHz data having ap-

proximately 13 times greater weight than the 2.3-GHz

data. Flux-density centroids at the two frequencies may

differ by as much as 5 nrad, leading to a possible error

of up to about 10 psec in the charged-particle correction

to the delays. The interference phenomena will also dif-

fer significantly, with larger source sizes at 2.3 GHz being

partly offset by the poorer spatial resolution at the lower

frequency (see below). Again, this may be absorbed in the

charged-particle correction, and will probably cause an er-

ror of no more than about 30 psec of delay in the worst

cases. As seen from the results presented in Section V,

this means that most of the effect of source structure can

be found by doing studies at 8.4 GHz alone.

A number of additional assumptions were made in

computing the effects caused by structure. First, it was
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assumed that the source structures at 8.4 GHz were the

same as those at 5 GHz. It is well known that this is

not true, since there are substantial variations in spectral

index in different parts of VLBI sources. Typically, there

is one radio component that is identified as the "core" of

the quasar by virtue of the fact that its spectrum is "flat"

or "inverted" (i.e., the component strength at 8.4 GHz

is greater than or equal to its strength at 5 GHz). The

rest of the VLBI source typically shows a "steep" (flux

falls off with increasing frequency) spectrum. Based on

5-GHz maps alone, it is not always possible to identify the

core component. Most sources also do not have detailed

spectral information available, so it is not valid to attempt

to correct for the source spectrum in making calculations

at 8.4 GHz.

Another important approximation arises in comput-

ing source structure effects along (u,v) tracks that were

not actually sampled in the VLBI observations used in

making the original source maps. Use of the models de-

rived from baselines that are generally shorter than the

DSN intercontinental baselines amounts to making an ex-

trapolation in the (u, v) plane to determine the source vis-

ibility. Since a baseline between Owens Valley, California

and Bonn, Germany was used in making most of the maps,

the extrapolation is not extremely large in making calcula-

tions on the Goldstone-Madrid baseline. However, a sub-

stantial extrapolation is involved in making calculations

on the Goldstone--Tidbinbilla baseline.

Finally, there is an approximation in the use of the

derivative rather than the differential in computation of

the group delay. For bandwidth synthesis observations

using the Mark II VLBI system and the DSN, the maxi-

mum spanned bandwidth is typically 40 MHz. This is less

than 0.5 percent of the 8.4-GHz observing frequency, so ap-

proximating the differential as a derivative is fairly good.

However, the spanned bandwidth of _ 400 MHz typically

used in the Mark III VLBI system approaches 5 percent

of the observing frequency. Then, using the derivative at

a single point is a less accurate approximation. Although

the group delay may be very large at a single frequency, it

can be significantly smaller at a frequency 300 MHz away.

Then, the use of the derivative instead of the differential
would tend to overestimate the effect due to structure. For

phase delay, the difference between the smaller and larger

spanned bandwidths is unimportant.

The data do not exist to enable us to make a quan-

titative study of the errors introduced by the above ap-

proximations. Qualitatively, the use of 5-GHz maps for

calculations made at 8.4 GHz will probably lead to an

overestimate of the group delay caused by structure. Since

sources tend to be more dominated by a single component

at 8.4 GHz than they are at 5 GHz, they show less of an

effect due to the steep-spectrum extended emission. The

neglect of the effects at 2.3 GHz would cause an underesti-

mate of the structure effects, but the low weighting of this

frequency in the charged-particle correction means that

this underestimate is of relatively minor importance. The

extrapolation in the (u, v) plane means that some compo-

nents that might be resolved on long baselines at 8.4 GHz

are not separated in the models used, leading to a possi-

ble underestimate of the effects due to structure. Finally,

as mentioned already, the approximation of a differential

as a derivative is likely to lead to an overestimate of the

group-delay error in some cases.

It is clear that the results of the calculations presented

below can be used only as statistical indicators of the mag-
nitude of the source-structure errors and cannot be used

to make detailed statements about specific cases. Overall,

the magnitude of the estimated errors is probably within

a factor of 1.5-2 of the "real" errors induced by structure.

This error estimate is derived by procedures such as using

known spectra of parts of sources that have been mapped

at several frequencies to convert from their structures at

5 GHz to those estimated structures at 8.4 GHz, and then

recomputing the structure-induced delay errors.

V. Statistical Results

A. Some General Considerations

A variety of statistical quantities can be computed
from the source structure effects found for the individual

sources in the sample. The relevance of each quantity de-

pends on the specific circumstances under which a source

is observed and the way the VLBI data are analyzed. For

example, if a single observation is made of a source for

which there is no a priori information about structure,

the scatter about zero structure effect ("root-mean-square

about zero") will give the typical deviation of quantities

from those measured at a nominal position given by the

source centroid. But if a large number of measurements

of a source have been made at a variety of (u,v) points,

the a priori source position may be offset from its flux

centroid by an amount governed by the average structure
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effects in the previous observations. Then, the tradition-

ally computed root-mean-square would give the scatter on

top of an average bias that has been built into the a pri-

ori values. Of course, since structure effects may be ab-

sorbed by other parameters in the multi-parameter fit that

gives source positions, the a priori position will not be ex-

actly that given by the centroid plus the mean structure

effect. Further, the offset from the centroid would depend

on which astrometric quantities were used in deriving the

a priori position.

A further consideration arises from the fact that the

largest group-delay and delay-rate effects occur at points

with low visibility amplitudes. However, some of these

points will not exist in the final data set, because the low

amplitudes may mean that interference fringes are not de-

tected, and no valid measurement is acquired. For ex-

ample, a source with a total flux density of 0.8 Jy and a

visibility amplitude of 0.1 is probably too weak to show

fringes in a Mark II VLBI experiment using a 34-m and

a 70-m antenna. If weak fringes are detected, the low-

amplitude points will be lightly weighted because of their

low signal-to-noise ratio. The overall reduced importance

of the low-visibility points, where the largest offsets from

the flux centroid would appear, makes it likely that the

a priori position of a source will be very close to its flux

centroid. Therefore, the scatter about zero structure ef-

fect should be the most meaningful quantity in estimat-

ing expected errors. Although scatters about both zero

and about the mean have been computed for the source-

structure effects, the scatter about zero will be the quan-

tity quoted throughout the remainder of this section. The

reader should keep in mind the fact that the structure er-

rors are not Gaussian-distributed, so the scatters quoted

below should not be thought of as the parameters of a

standard error distribution.

B. General Results for Deep Space Network

Baselines

Table 1 lists the 26 sources that were used in making

calculations of the errors caused by source structure. This

table includes a classification of the type of structure each

source contains, roughly corresponding to those given and

described in [8, 9]. Note that these 26 sources fall into

5 different morphological classes; those divisions will be

used below in determining which types of sources cause

the greatest errors.

Figures 3-18 give samples of the computed structure

effects along the (u, v) tracks on DSN baselines for several

different sources. Each figure shows the visibility ampli-

tude and structure-induced delays and rates for a source,

as functions of IHA. Note, as expected, that the largest

group-delay and delay-rate errors occur near visibility min-

ima, while the phase delay changes rapidly at these points

and thus is different on opposite sides of the visibility min-

ima. As mentioned previously, recall that all quantities are

computed relative to the flux centroid of each source.

Figures 3-6 show results for a double radio source on

the baseline between California and Australia. This source

is visible on the given baseline for approximately 4 hours.

There are two regions where the visibility amplitude is

below 0.05; the structure-induced group-delay and delay-

rate errors at this point are impressively large. The phase-

delay error has a large derivative at these points, but a

large phase-delay error due to structure is not accumulated

over the 4 hours of tracking.

Figures 7-10 show results for a circumpolar, double

source on the baseline between California and Spain. The

separation of the main components in this source is more

than 50 nrad, which is many times larger than the resolu-

tion of the baseline. There are a large number of minima

in the plot of visibility amplitude, and each corresponds to

a spike in group delay and in delay rate. The phase delay

changes substantially at each minimum and accumulates

at the rate of approximately 100 psec per hour of observ-

ing, with a maximum value of over 700 psec caused by the

source structure.

Figures 11-14 show results for a circumpolar asym-

metric source that is fairly well dominated by its unre-

solved core. The visibility amplitude never drops below

about 0.4. The corresponding group-delay and phase-

delay errors are always below 100 psec, in contrast to

the results shown for the relatively large double source

in Figs. 7-10.

Figures 15-18 give results for another asymmetric

source on the baseline between California and Australia.

The only points below 0.1 visibility amplitude occur be-

tween 3.2 and 3.3 hours IHA, with other points below 0.2

occurring about an hour later. The group-delay and delay-

rate errors are maximum at these points. But, it should be

noted that the dependence of the group delay on the vis-

ibility amplitude is dramatic at these local visibility min-

ima. For a 33 percent decrease in visibility amplitude,
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the structure-induced group delay grows by a factor of al-

most 3. The delay-rate error shows a much more modest

increase as the visibility amplitude goes down.

Table 2 shows the structure-induced scatter (about

zero) in astrometric VLBI quantities on the California-

Spain baseline for all 26 sources as a function of visibility

amplitude. Table 3 shows similar results for the 12 sources

visible on the California-Australia baseline. (Note that

there are many fewer (u, v) points used on the latter base-

line, so the conclusions are based primarily on the results

for the California-Spain baseline.) As expected (see [6]),

there is a strong dependence on visibility amplitude, with

the lowest amplitude points giving the greatest errors in

group delay and delay rate. The group-delay results are

roughly comparable between the two baselines, but the

phase-delay and delay-rate errors are much higher on the

baseline to Spain. This difference can be explained by the

long (u, v) tracks sampled on this baseline for circumpolar

sources. Returning to Figs. 1 and 2, the plots show that a

much wider variety of (u, v) points was sampled for the cir-

cumpolar source on the Spain baseline than for the other

source on the Australia baseline. Since a larger variety of

baseline projections was sampled, the phase contributed

by source structure can wind through a larger number of

cycles, giving a greater deviation from zero phase. Such

an effect can be seen by examination of Figs. 7-10.

As a check on the effect caused by circumpo-

lar sources, one can divide the Spain data according to

the source declinations. There are 9 sources that are cir-

cumpolar at both antennas, having declinations above 60

deg, and 17 sources at lower declinations. Approximately

4000 (u, v) points are sampled for each set of sources. Ta-

ble 4 gives the scatters about zero for the circumpolar and

"other" sources, and shows a striking result. Although the

typical group-delay errors are actually somewhat larger for

the more southerly sources, the phase-delay scatter is a fac-

tor of about 4 higher for the circumpolar objects, and the

delay-rate scatter is a factor of 2 higher. This implies that

a catalog that is constructed using phase-delay measure-

ments between northern hemisphere antennas may have

much more structure-induced scatter in the phase delay if

a significant number of circumpolar sources are observed

at a wide range of hour angles. This scatter can be reduced

if such sources are only observed over a narrow range of

hour angles, so that the phase does not wind through a

large number of cycles. However, since the observations

at a wide range of hour angles can be useful in isolating

the effects of parameters other than source structure, the

costs and benefits of such a limitation are unclear. Another

possibility would be to derive different source positions for

different ranges of hour angle, although the individual po-

sitions would be of lower accuracy because of the reduced

number of data points included for each.

Tables 5 and 6 show the effect of arbitrary data cut-

offs based on source visibility amplitudes. Again, both

California-Spain (Table 5) and California-Australia (Ta-

ble 6) data are shown. These tables give the scatter for all

those points above a specific value of the visibility am-

plitude. It is seen that cutting out the lower-visibility

points dramatically reduces the group-delay error caused

by structure, significantly reduces the delay-rate error, but

has much less effect on the phase delay. This confirms the

expectations that group-delay and delay-rate errors are

highest at the low-visibility points, whereas phase-delay

errors are less correlated with visibility amplitude.

Table 7 shows the scatters for the total set of 26 maps

and for each class of sources. ("Good" and "bad" sources

are defined below.) Only the California-Spain baseline

is shown, as there are not enough objects visible on the
California-Australia baseline to have a sufficient number

of sources in each class. Here, it is important to note
that there are certain classes of radio-source structures

for which the errors caused by structure are substantially

larger than for other classes of sources. In particular, the

"compact-double" (here, "compact" typically means 20-

100 nrad) and "steep-spectrum-core" sources show much

larger structure errors than the other types of sources.

Group-delay errors for the "unclassified" sources are large

solely because of the inclusion of 3C 84, which is well

known to have significant structure on a scale of about
100 nrad.

Most sources whose structure would cause delay errors

of hundreds of psec are not included in VLBI catalogs [11,

12] that are used for astrometry and geodesy. Those for

which observations have been attempted either have not

shown strong (or any) interference fringes on the intercon-

tinental baselines because of insufficient compactness, or

have given large residuals in analyses of VLBI data. In ei-

ther case, such sources would not remain in catalogs. For

example, the compact double source 2021 + 614 (OW 637)

was observed in early JPL VLBI experiments; because of

its structure, however, it is no longer a prime observing
candidate.
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The compact-doublesources,steep-spectrum-core

sources, and 3C 84 can be defined as "bad" sources from

an astrometric standpoint. The basic definition of "bad"

can be made solely from their radio morphologies, without

any actual calculations of the structure effects. Eliminat-

ing them from those listed in Table 1, we are left with a

set of 16 sources that are probably more representative of

those that have survived a sieving process for inclusion in

astrometric catalogs. These are the sources defined to be

"good" astrometric sources. Indeed, of these 16 sources, 8

of them are in the latest published JPL VLBI catalog [12].

Analysis of the data for the 16 "good" sources alone gives

scatter in the delays and rates that is a factor of 3-7 less

than for the entire set of 26 sources, as shown at the bot-

tom of Table 7. These numbers are probably much more

representative of the structure errors that may be present

in the JPL VLBI catalog.

Of the 10 "bad" sources eliminated, only 3C 84 is in

the latest JPL VLBI catalog. It is only present because,

despite its very low visibility amplitude, the source flux is

so high that the correlated flux is still detectable even at

points of very low visibility. For observers on Earth, there

are no other sources comparable to 3C 84 in strength and

structure, so its properties cannot be used to generalize to

other sources that might be in VLBI catalogs.

the radio sources, the phase does not wind nearly as much

for the smaller sources. Figures 11-14 show results for

a "good" circumpolar source and illustrate the relatively

small accumulation of phase-delay error in such a case.

The results given in Table 5 for all sources and in Ta-

ble 11 for "good" sources are quite different for the low

visibility cutoffs, but converge to similar values in group

delay and delay rate at the higher visibility cutoffs. This

convergence comes about because there are few points of

high visibility in the "bad" sources, so the data largely

overlap. Despite the overlap, there is still a large difference

in phase-delay results, even at visibilities of 0.6 and higher.

This is due to the fact that the phase delay at a given (u, v)

point depends on the phase-winding at all other points for

the same source. Even for a high-visibility point in a "bad"

source, the connected phase may wind through several cy-

cles at visibility minima, so the residual phase delay at the

high-visibility point can be several times a single X-band

cycle ambiguity of 120 psec of delay. In Figs. 7-10, note

that there are a number of (u, v) points with visibility am-

plitudes near 0.6 where large phase-delay errors have ac-

cumulated. It does not take many such points to raise the

phase-delay scatter at moderate visibility amplitudes from

the approximately 30-60 psec for "good" sources to the

values of more than 100 psec found for the "bad" sources.

Tables 8 through 12 show the same results as in Ta-

bles 2 through 6, but with only the "good" sources in-

cluded. The same trends with visibility and source dec-

lination are indicated, although they are somewhat less

marked than for all 26 objects because of the overall re-

duction in the scatter for these sources. A comparison of

Tables 2-3 and 8-9 shows that the good sources have many

fewer low-visibility points, as would be expected. But even

at the low-visibility points, the structure effects are much

less severe than for the "bad" sources at points with simi-

lar visibility amplitudes. This is because the "bad" sources

are generally many resolution elements in size; as pointed

out in [6], for points with the same visibility amplitude,

larger sources give more pronounced structure effects than

do smaller sources.

Comparison of Tables 4 and 10 shows that the dif-

ferences in phase delay and delay rate between circum-

polar and more southerly sources is less pronounced for

the "good" sources than for all sources. This is probably

because the "good" sources are not as many resolution el-

ements in size. Therefore, as the baseline rotates under

C. Dependence of Structure Errors on Baseline

Length

Since astrometry and spacecraft navigation can be

done on baselines shorter than the DSN intercontinen-

tal baselines, it is of interest to estimate the delay errors

caused by structure as a function of baseline length. For

the 16 "good" sources, calculations have been made on the

baseline between Haystack Observatory in Massachusetts

and Fort Davis, Texas, as well as on the baseline between

Haystack and Green Bank, West Virgina. The lengths of

these baselines are 3140 km and 840 km, compared to the

8390 km of the Goldstone--Madrid baseline. These shorter

baselines were actually used in making almost all the maps

in the sample. Of course, the observing frequency was

5 GHz rather than 8.4 GHz, so the actual (u,v) points

used in the computations were not sampled.

Figures 19-22 show the results for a single source on

the baseline between Haystack and Fort Davis. Note that

the visibility amplitude is considerably higher than for the
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same source on the California-Australia baseline (Figs. 15-

18). Figures 23-26 show a comparison for the two baselines
with the same vertical scales for the errors. As expected,

the typical group-delay, phase-delay, and delay-rate con-
tributions due to the structure are considerably lower on

the shorter baseline, as are the maximum excursions from

zero.

Table 13 shows a comparison among the three differ-

ent baselines. (Preliminary results were presented previ-

ously in [13].) The group-delay scatter caused by structure

ranges from 5 psec on the shortest baseline to 83 psec on

the longest baseline, with the corresponding phase-delay
scatter being roughly comparable in size. Power-law fits

of scatter versus baseline length give exponents of approx-

imately 1.2 for the delays and rates over a factor of 10 in

baseline length. However, the slope of the relation appears
to steepen at the shorter baseline lengths; this is proba-

bly because the "good" sources studied here are all poorly
resolved by baselines with lengths of about 1000 km. Ta-
ble 14 shows that the slope change for such baselines is

much less pronounced when all 26 sources are considered,

because some of these sources are large enough to remain
well resolved even on the baseline between Haystack and

Green Bank. It is not appropriate to use the available

source maps to investigate effects at even shorter base-
lines. Since shorter baselines were not used in acquiring

the VLBI data that went into the models studied in this

article, the observations were insensitive to the larger scale

structure that is known to be present in many sources.

The estimated scaling with baseline length is not al-

ways appropriate for individual sources, but has a compli-

cated dependence on the source structure and the inter-

ferometer baselines. Scaling to shorter baselines certainly

would not work for all objects. For instance, the compact-

double sources are small enough that they would be mostly

unresolved by baselines of on the order of 100 km, so the

structure errors in group delay would probably be compa-
rable to those of the sources included in Table 13. Since

the errors are much larger on the intercontinental base-

lines in the double sources, the scaling with baseline length

would be different. This points out the fact that any time

baseline lengths are changed by a large amount (say, a

factor of about 2), different sources and classes of sources

may be appropriate astrometric targets. More sources can
be used on shorter baselines than on the intercontinental

baselines of the DSN. Consideration of the properties of

these additional sources would be necessary to determine

the magnitude of structure errors that might be expected,
for instance, on the 253-km baseline between Goldstone

and Owens Valley, California.

VI. Discussion and Conclusions

A statistical investigation of the effects of compact-
radio-source structure on astrometric measurements has

been carried out using models of 26 different radio sources.

The calculations show that for the entire sample of sources,

with observations made on intercontinental baselines, the

structure-induced scatters in group delay and in phase de-

lay amount to hundreds of psec. These variations with in-

terferometer hour angle correspond to several milliarcsec

of position error. However, when sources that are unlikely

to appear in astrometric catalogs are eliminated, the typi-

cal delay errors caused by structure for individual observa-
tions are reduced to between 50 and 100 psec, while delay-

rate scatter is approximately 5 x 10-15 sec sec -1. This
is somewhat less than the residuals in typical interconti-

nental Mark II VLBI experiments performed with DSN

antennas, but is larger than the residuals for Mark III ex-

periments. Such errors correspond to position errors of

about 0.5-1 milliarcsec, comparable to the current accu-

racy of the best positions in the JPL VLBI catalog. In our

current VLBI data, source structure is sometimes obvious

in the correlated amphtudes, but is not readily apparent

in delay measurements. Signs of structure-induced delay
residuals have been seen in astrometric Mark III VLBI

data taken by others [14, 15]1 and efforts are underway to

identify such residuals in DSN data.

It is interesting to note that quasar structure is unim-

portant for the Magellan mission to Venus. The delay-rate
scatter of 6.4 x 10-15 sec sec -1 (or 0.002 mm sec -1) shown

for the California-Spain baseline in Table 13 is 1-2 orders

of magnitude lower than the expected error in Magellan

AVLBI measurements. 2 The error for Magellan is domi-

nated by the fluctuating troposphere, but there are other
sources of error that are well above the expectations for

source structure.

I Also see J. S. Ulvestad, "Possible source structure effects

in IRIS data," JPL Interoffice Memorandum 335.3-88-15 (in-

ternal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Cali-

fornia, February 3, 1988.

2 j. S. Border, "An Error Analysis for Magellan Differen-

tial Delay Rate Measurements," JPL Engineering Memoran-

dum 335-96 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

Pasadena, California, February 23, 1987.
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The magnitude of structure-induced delay errors as a

function of baseline length has also been investigated. The

errors appear to increase slightly more than linearly with

baseline length for the compact sources studied here. How-

ever, it must be recognized that different sources have

structure on a variety of scales. Therefore, the radio

sources selected to have sufficient correlated amplitude to

be seen on intercontinental baselines will tend to be poorly

resolved on shorter baselines, leading to the reduced struc-

ture effects. The dependence on baseline length may be

different for sources that are not preselected to be highly

compact.

Several possible methods could be used to minimize

source-structure errors in VLBI astrometry. The ideal ap-

proach for construction of a catalog or for individual obser-

vations of a spacecraft relative to a reference quasar would

be to select only sources that show evidence of having com-

pact structures that give very little error. As mentioned

previously, the JPL VLBI catalog already consists almost

entirely of sources that would be in the "good" category,

having typical structure errors below 100 psec of delay. A

further reduction in error could be achieved by construct-

ing a VLBI catalog using the sensitive Mark III VLBI sys-

tem, because there are many more detectable sources from

which to choose those with minimal structure. However,

such a catalog might not be of much use in spacecraft

navigation using a narrow-bandwidth VLBI system such

as the current 250-kHz-bandwidth Block I system. 3 This

is because there are only a limited number of natural radio
sources that can be detected with the narrow-bandwidth

system. In any case, source structure is not much of an is-

sue with a relatively insensitive system, both because the

system-noise errors are higher than the source-structure

errors and because the lowest amplitude points will be
weeded out due to the lack of source detection in the cross-

correlation.

The newest JPL VLBI catalog contains only about

20 sources with correlated fluxes on DSN intercontinen-

tal baselines that are above 1 Jy at both 2.3 GHz and

8.4 GHz. 4 For spacecraft navigation with the Block I sys-

3 j. B. Thomas, "An Error Analysis for Galileo Angular

Position Measurements with the Block I ADOR System," JPL
Engineering Memorandum 335-26 (internal document), Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, November 1981.

4 j. S. Ulvestad and O. J. Sovers, "Preliminary VLBI Cat-

alog for Magellan," JPL Interoffice Memorandum 335.3-89-14
(internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
California, January 30, 1989.

tem, these sources are the only ones that can be detected

on DSN baselines with two 34-m antennas. This is already

too small a number of sources. Reduction of this sample

size in order to minimize errors due to source structure

would make the source density unacceptably small. Then,

large errors could be caused by the reference quasars be-

ing angularly far from the spacecraft being navigated. Of

course, the problem of a low density of quasars could be

reduced by using an increased bandwidth in the VLBI sys-

tem used for navigation.

Another method of reducing structure effects in build-

ing a VLBI catalog is a selection based on visibility am-

plitude. As expected, the group-delay and delay-rate er-

rors are well correlated with visibility amplitude, while

the phase-delay errors are less strongly related to visibil-

ity. This confirms the supposition that the removal of

low-visibility data can reduce source-structure effects in

current astrometric catalogs, where group delay and delay

rate are the observed quantities that are used. However,

in experiments where phase connection is achieved and the

potentially more accurate phase delay is used, such a sim-

ple procedure will not reduce the structure effects greatly.

Table 11 shows that a cutoff at a visibility amplitude of

0.3 would reduce the group-delay and delay-rate scatters

by about 30 percent on the Goldstone-Madrid baseline at

the expense of about 14 percent of the data points going

into a catalog. However, such a cutoff would have no ef-

fect on the phase-delay scatter. It should be noted that

any such selection of individual data points, or a selection

of sources as described previously, would require careful

amplitude calibration of the VLBI data. Such calibration

generally is not carried out as a routine part of the gath-

ering of astrometric VLBI data. It would require careful

design of a system to monitor system temperatures both

on and off source as well as additional steps in the data

analysis process.

Another possible method of reducing source-structure

errors would be to model the sources being observed and

use those models to compute corrections to the data. This

is a difficult approach to implement, as it relies on hav-

ing good models of the current structures of the radio

sources at DSN observing frequencies. Such models can

only be derived by making observations of each source at

many different hour angles on many baselines, and then

going through a time-consuming data-reduction process.

The observations would need to he repeated on a regular

basis at intervals of much less than a year. The antenna
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timeisnotavailableformakingsuchobservationsofmany
sources.Attemptingto includesimplemodeltypesin a
parameter-estimationschememayalsobedoomedto fail-
ure,sincethesource-structureerrorsoftendependonfine
detailsoftheradiomorphologiesthatwouldbedifficultto
includeina parameter-estimationalgorithm.

Yetanothermethodof reducing source-structure er-

rors in individual VLBI measurements for spacecraft nav-

igation would be to observe a number of sources in a local
reference frame, as described in [16]. If all reference-source

(and spacecraft) observations on different dates were made
at the same hour angle, source structure would cause no

change in the derived spacecraft position between those

dates, as long as the source structures did not change be-
tween observations. The assumption that structures do

not change is probably good on time scales of a few months

[17], but will break down on longer time scales. In some
sources, the relative strengths of components will change

more rapidly than their relative positions change, and this

can greatly affect the magnitude of the structure effects.

If the sources in a local reference frame could be

thought of as unmoving beacons, spacecraft motion could
be determined relative to those beacons. Of course, for

absolute spacecraft position to be determined in a single
observation, the positions of the reference sources would

have to be determined relative to a VLBI catalog. If the

observations used in constructing that catalog were made

at a variety of hour angles, the scatter caused by source

structure in the catalog observations would cause an error
in the determination of the absolute spacecraft position.

In summary, the source-structure errors may be an

important effect in astrometric Mark III VLBI data taken

with the DSN. With special effort, these errors could be re-

duced somewhat. However, with currently practical meth-

ods of reducing these errors, it is difficult to see how they

could be made much smaller than about 30-50 psec of

delay on individual observations of single sources. This

would correspond to 1-2 nrad of position error (or 0.2-

0.4 milliarcsec) on intercontinental baselines if the error

mapped entirely into source position. Delay-rate scatter

is likely to stay at least as large as 2 x 10 -is sec sec -1,

giving a similar position error. The local-reference-frame

method of determining spacecraft position has the poten-

tial for reducing the scatter significantly if observations

are scheduled carefully, although this method may not re-

duce the error in tying such observations to a global VLBI

catalog.

As mentioned previously, the errors caused by source

structure may not map solely into source-position errors,

but may be absorbed by other parameters in a multi-

parameter fit. For example, the long periods of apparent

phase-delay drift shown in Fig. 9 might map into drift of

the station clocks. An important next step for any analysis

would be to understand how structure effects could affect

a variety of parameters in a large fit. As part of that ef-

fort, it would be important to isolate data that should be

subject to large structure effects in the JPL VLBI data

set; such points could then be eliminated in an effort to

see how they have affected different parameters.
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Table 1. Source maps used in statistical study

IAU Name Other Name Structure Type [8, 9] Data Date

0133 + 476 OC 457 Compact Dec. 1978

0153 + 744 ... Compact double April 1982

0212 q- 735 ... Asymmetric Sept. 1980

0316 + 413 3C 84 Unclassified Dec. 1978

0454 + 844 ... Compact Aug. 1981

0710 + 439 OI 417 Compact double Dec. 1982

0711 + 356 OI 318 Compact double Dec. 1982

0804 + 499 OJ 508 Compact Dec. 1979

0831 + 557 4C 55.16 Steep-spectrum core Dec. 1979

0836 + 710 4C 71.07 Asymmetric Sept. 1980

0850 + 581 4C 58.17 Unclassified July 1980

0859 + 470 4C 47.29 Compact Dec. 1978

0906 + 430 3C 216 Steep-spectrum core Dec. 1979

0923 + 392 4C 39.25 Unclassified Dec. 1978

1458 + 718 3C 309.1 Steep-spectrum core Dec. 1982

1624 + 416 4C 41.32 Asymmetric July 1980

1642 + 690 4C 69.21 Asymmetric July 1980

1652 + 398 4C 39.49 Unclassified July 1980

1807 + 698 3C 371 Asymmetric Dec. 1982

1823 + 568 4C 56.27 Asymmetric Dec. 1979

1828 + 487 3C 380 Steep-spectrum core Dec. 1978

1928 + 738 4C 73.18 Asymmetric Sept. 1980

2021 + 614 OW 637 Compact double Dec. 1982

2200 + 420 BL Lac Asymmetric Dec. 1978

2351 + 456 4C 45.51 Asymmetric July 1980

2352 + 495 OZ 488 Compact double Dec. 1979

Table 2. Structure-induced scatter in VLBI observables on California-Spain

baseline, as a function of visibility amplitude, for all 26 sources

Scatter about centroid

Visibility No. points

Group delay, psec Phase delay, psec Delay rate, E-15 sec/sec

0.0 - 0.1 2614 271 53.4 285

0.1 -- 0.2 703 478 45.1 891

0.2 -- 0.3 419 495 33.4 934

0.3 -- 0.4 195 226 19.8 1610

0.4 -- 0.5 138 216 19.3 1563

0.5 - 0.6 78 189 5.1 776

0.6 -- 0.7 50 175 3.8 513

0.7 - 0.8 19 143 2.2 514

0.8 - 0.9 I0 137 I.i 333

0.9 - 1.0 2 26 0.2 772
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Table 3. Structure-induced scatter in VLBI observables on California-Australia

baseline, as a function of visibility amplitude, for the 12 visible sources

Scatter about centroid

Visibility No. points

Group delay, psec Phase delay, psec Delay rate, E-15 sec/sec

0.0 -- 0.1 2273 90 68.9 39

0.1 -- 0.2 600 76 24.7 65

0.2 -- 0.3 258 63 18.9 80

0.3 -- 0.4 217 63 11.5 121

0.4 -- 0.5 101 35 4.3 154

0.5 -- 0.6 45 39 2.5 66

0.6 -- 0.7 23 24 1.6 85

0.7 -- 0.8 24 61 1.2 13

0.8 -- 0.9 9 27 0.8 56

0.9 -- 1.0 1 26 0.2 134

Table 4. Scatter of VLBI observables for circumpolar sources and other sources on

California-Spain baseline, all 26 sources are included

Scatter about centroid

Sources No. points

Group delay, psec Phase delay, psec Delay rate, E-15 sec/sec

Circumpolar 465 385 30.3 4320
Other 665 90 15.3 3871

Table 5. Structure-induced scatter in VLBI observables on California-Spain baseline

for all 26 sources, for points above a given visibility amplitude

Scatter about centroid

Visibility cutoff No. points

Group delay, psec Phase delay, psec Delay rate, E-15 sec/sec

0.0 569 286 24.4 8191

0.I 298 287 22.8 7906

0.2 193 252 18.1 7015

0.3 126 189 14.3 6081

0.4 90 173 11.7 4471

0.5 46 145 3.2 2908

0.6 26 125 2.2 2132

0.7 12 103 1.4 1619

0.8 6 78 0.7 1105

0.9 2 26 0.2 772
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Table 6. Structure-induced scatter in VLBI observables on California-Australia baseline

for the 12 visible sources, for points above a given visibility amplitude

Scatter about centroid

Visibility cutoff No. points
Group delay, psec Phase delay, psec Delay rate, E-15 sec/sec

0.0 541 50 18.2 813

0.I 216 47 10.6 774

0.2 134 43 8.1 709

0.3 109 40 5.5 629

0.4 59 32 2.7 508

0.5 23 31 1.4 354

0.6 14 29 1.0 288

0.7 8 30 0.5 203

0.8 5 27 0.5 190

0.9 1 26 0.2 134

Table 7. Structure-induced scatter in VLBI observables for different classes of source structure,

on California-Spain baseline

Scatter about centroid

Class No. points

No. sources Group delay, psec Phase delay, psec Delay rate, E-15 sec/sec

All 26 569 286 24.4 8191

Steep-spectrum 4 833 612 49.3 1259

Compact double 5 469 316 30.9 1535

Asymmetric 9 101 114 7.9 3337

Unclassified 4 1244 39 12.1 907

Compact 4 15 16 1.8 1153

"Bad" 10 939 459 39.6 2964

"Good" 16 83 93 6.4 5227

Table 8. Structure-induced scatter in VLBI observables on California-Spain baseline,

as a function of visibility amplitude, for the 16 "good" sources

Scatter about centroid

Visibility No. points

Group delay, psec Phase delay, psec Delay rate, E-15 sec/sec

0.0 - 0.1 349 82 24.1 73

0.1 - 0.2 163 73 11.0 324

0.2 - 0.3 135 122 11.2 314

0.3 - 0.4 94 122 7.2 1051

0.4 - 0.5 48 109 4.6 1129

0.5 - 0.6 28 93 3.9 585

0.6 - 0.7 17 77 3.8 410

0.7 - 0.8 16 36 2.2 438

0.8 - 0.9 5 40 1.4 178

0.9 - 1.0 2 27 0.2 725
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Table g. Structure-induced scatter in VLBI observables on California-Australia baseline,

as a function of visibility amplitude, for the 7 visible "good" sources

Scatter about centroid

Visibility No. points

Group delay, psec Phase delay, psec Delay rate, E-15 sec/sec

0.0 - 0.1 876 41 55.3 7

0.1 - 0.2 187 83 24.5 17

0.2 - 0.3 78 73 10.5 29

0.3 - 0.4 154 68 9.5 52

0.4 - 0.5 100 35 3.7 129

0.5 - 0.6 47 39 2.3 47
0.6 - 0.7 23 25 1.6 76

0.7 - 0.8 24 61 1.2 13

0.8 - 0.9 8 79 0.9 6

0.9 - 1.0 1 30 0.1 107

Table 10. Scatter of VLBI observables for circumpolar sources and other sources

on California-Spain baseline, only the 16 "good" sources are included

Scatter about centroid

Sources No. points

Group delay, psec Phase delay, psec Delay rate, E-15 sec/sec

Circumpolar 97 115 7.0 2880
Other 61 55 5.6 2347

Table 11. Structure-induced scatter in VLBI observables on California-Spain baseline

for 16 "good" sources, for points above a given visibility amplitude

Scatter about centroid

Visibility cutoff No. points
Group delay, psec Phase delay, psec Delay rate, E-15 sec/sec

0.0 83 93 6.4 5227

0.1 72 93 5.8 5154

0.2 62 94 5.3 4830

0.3 53 92 4.6 4516

0.4 31 80 3.4 3465

0.5 17 62 2.7 2336

0.6 12 47 2.2 1751

0.7 10 32 1.3 1341

0.8 3 30 0.6 903

0.9 2 27 0.2 725
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Table 12. Structure-induced scatter in VLBI observables on California-Australia baseline

for the 7 visible "good" sources, for points above a given visibility amplitude

Scatter about centroid

Visibility cutoff No. points

Group delay, psec Phase delay, psec Delay rate, E-15 sec/sec

0.0 135 45 8.8 483

0.1 85 45 6.8 476

0.2 79 43 4.6 459

0.3 79 40 4.0 430

0.4 62 35 2.4 378

0.5 25 35 1.4 249

0.6 14 33 1.1 202

0.7 8 38 0.4 126

0.8 2 34 0.2 113

0.9 1 30 0.1 107

Table 13. Structure-induced scatter for 16 "good" sources on 3 baselines

Baseline Length, km

Scatter about centroid

Group delay, psec Phase delay, psec Delay rate, F_,-15 sec/sec

Goldstone-Madrid 8390 83 93 6.4

Haystack-FortDavis 3140 28 41 2.1

Haysta_:k-Green Bank 840 5 3 0.3

Table 14. Structure-induced scatter for all 26 sources on 3 baselines

Baseline Length, km

Scatter about centroid

Group delay, psec Phase delay, psec Delay rate, E-15 sec/sec

Goldstone-Madrid 8390 569 286 24.4

Haystack-Fort Davis 3140 104 107 8.1

Haystack-Green Bank 840 42 22 2.7
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Fig. 1. Plot of sampled (u,v) points for a circumpolar
source (0]53-I-744) on the California-Spain baseline.
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Fig. 2. Plot of sampled (u,v) points for a lower decli-
nation source (0711 + 356) on the Californla-Australla
baseline.
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Fig. 3. Computed visibility amplitude at 8.4 GHz for the compact double
source 0710 + 439 on the Callfornia-Austral;a baseline.
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Fig. 4. Structure-induced group delay at 8.4 GHz for the compact double
source 0710 + 439 on the Californla-Australia baseline.
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Fig. 5. Structure-induced phase delay at 8.4 GHz for the compact double
source 0710 + 439 on the California-Australia baseline.
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Fig. 6. Structure-induced delay rate at 8.4 GHz for the compact double
source 0710 + 439 on the Callfornia-Australia baseline.
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Fig. 7. Computed visibility amplitude for the compact double source
0153 + 744 on the California-Spain baseline.
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Fig. 8. Structure-induced group delay for the compact double source
0153 + 744 on the California-Spain baseline.
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Fig. g. Structure-induced phase delay for the compact double source
0153 + 744 on the Callfornia-Spain baseline.
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Fig. 10. Structure-induced delay rate for the compact double source
0153 + 744 on the California-Spain baseline.
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Fig. 11. Computed visibility amplitude for the asymmetric source 1542 + 590
on the California-Spain baseline.
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Fig. 12. Structure-induced group delay for the asymmetric source 1642 + 690
on the Callfornia-Spaln baseline.
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Fig. 13. Structure-lnduced phase delay for the asymmetric source 1642 + 690
on the California-Spain baseline.
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Fig. 14. Structure-lnduced delay rate for the asymmetric source 1642 + 690

on the Callfornla-Spaln baseline.
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Fig. 15. Computed visibility amplitude for the asymmetric source 2351 + 456
on the Callfornla-Australla baseline.
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Fig. 16. Structure-lnduced group delay for the asymmetric source 2351 + 456
on the California-Australia baseline.
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Fig. 17. Structure-induced phase delay for the asymmetric source 2351 + 456
on the Callfornia-Australia baseline.
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Fig. 18. Structure-induced delay rate for the asymmetric source 2351 + 456
on the California-Australia baseline.
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Fig. 19. Computed visibility amplitude for the asymmetric source 2351 + 456
on the Haystack, MA-Fort Davis, TX baseline.
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Fig. 20. Structure-induced group delay for the asymmetric source 2351 + 456
on the Haystack, MA-Fort Davis, TX baseline.
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Fig. 21. Structure-induced phase delay for the asymmetric source 2351 + 456
on the Haystack, MA-Fort Davis, TX baseline.
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Fig. 22. Structure-induced delay rate for the asymmetric source 235] + 456

on the Haystack, MA-Fort Davis, TX baseline.
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Fig. 23. Visibility amplitudes from Figs. 15 and 19, shown on the same
vertical scale.
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Fig. 24. Structure-induced group delays from Figs. 18 and 20, shown on the
same vertical scale.
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Fig. 25. Structure-induced phase delays from Figs. ]7 and 21, shown on the
same vertical scale.
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Fig. 26. Structure-induced delay rates from Figs. 18 and 22, shown on the
same vertical scale.
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